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Introduction

 This study focuses on the issues of racial unrest and increased 
police militarization in the wake of the police killing of unarmed 
teenager Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. This part of the project 
focuses on the popular trend of the hashtag #IfTheyGunnedMeDown. 
Young activists on Twitter post contrasting pictures of themselves to 
highlight the media’s depiction of people of color in the news. The 
tag is meant to bring awareness to the bias in the media’s portrayal 
of black victims of police violence through the deliberate selection of 
personal images that paint the victim in a poor light. During the study 
we viewed these images and then compiled a sample of 20 images 
per category (categories being the various aspects of their personality 
that were chosen to highlight). The tweets show two pictures per 
post, one negative and one positive, which we group together to 
find the most common traits presented. From these qualities we are 
hoping to gain an idea of the way the black community views the 
media’s opinion of their worth. In addition to this information we are 
also qualitatively coding tweets related to race, black culture and 
marketing to find celebrities’ involvement and influence in the issue of 
police brutality toward the black community.

Results

The immediacy of the death of Michael Brown had a huge impact 

on how we conducted our research. The aftershocks are still being 

felt across the nation as Ferguson protestors still hold events and 

rallies. The deaths of other unarmed black men such as Tamir Rice 

and John Crawford III, as well as the lack of an indictment in the 

case of Eric Garner’s death only fueled the protestors more. There is 

still data to be collected. People are still interacting with each other 

via social media using these hashtags and sparking conversation.

Should this research continue, the evolution of the hashtag 

would be something very interesting to document and analyze. 

Social media activism will keep growing as long as social media 

technologies keep growing, so it is important to understand how 

those who engage in it use it to spread ideas, start invaluable 

conversations, and have their voices be heard.

Research
 Most of the research that was done was completed by way of 
coding. Each of the researchers was tasked with identifying pictures 
posted on Twitter using the #IfTheyGunnedMeDown hashtag and to 
sort the photos based on categories. Throughout the first semester, 
the researchers compiled about 40-60 photos each, so as to create 
clearly-defined categories and weed out the ones that were less 
prevalent. 

 During the second semester of research, we coded tweets 
on black identity/race/culture as well as coding for tweets based 
on celebrity. Coding these tweets helped us, as social media 
researchers, evaluate how hashtags trend and how these tags help 
to create conversations about social justice in a mediated sphere. 
Throughout the entire second semester, each researcher coded 

roughly 300 tweets. 
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Category Examples

Positive

Family

Military

Significant Others

Friends

College

Smiling

Graduates

Work/Professional

Negative

Drug Use

Hand Signs

Revealing/Sexual

Alcohol Use

Guns/Weapons

Guns

Stereotypical “Thug”

Selfies

Full Category List

Drug Use vs Military

“Thug” vs Family

Revealing vs Military

“Thug” vs Graduate

Michael Brown as 

portrayed by the 

media vs how he is 

remembered by his 

community.

Alcohol Use vs Family

Hand Signs vs Military

Below is a selection of photographs 

that were tagged with the 

#IfTheyGunnedMeDown hashtag.
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